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EDITORIAL
Leyland Torque No.32 marks the completion of eight years of the Leyland

Society and also my editorial involvement in producing the magazine.  Ron Philips
has now been  making up the pages and contributing for almost six of those years and,
together with our joint efforts in producing the annual Society Journal, No.8 being
produced this summer, we hope that we continue to produce magazines that you all
enjoy - if there’s any topic that you feel we should be covering in more detail, or want
to contribute articles, however long or short, photographs or comments, please do
write to me at the editorial address or e-mail me.  Mention should also be made of
Neil Steele’s support carrying out  the proof  eading and providing contributions, and
now also John Howie who is helping out with proof reading and putting some articles
together.  Wilf Dodds and Bob Kell very much contribute towards the magazine with
their regular features and manage to unearth some really interesting topics, and my
wife Pat and friend Mel,  do much of the typing - a great team effort and thanks to all.
This would also not be possible without our contributors with letters and articles,
many of whom put “pen to paper” with every issue produced - thank you.
         For me personally the restoration of my eighth elderly Leyland has now been
successfully completed and as I write this I’m starting the next restoration - a modern
oil engined Leyland Tiger TS6 dating from 1934, and on pneumatic tyres too! (I’m
sure that these new-fangled pump-ups won’t catch on, with all their punctures etc.)
        Lastly, the Leyland Society Gathering in Leyland will soon be upon us; it is on
Sunday 9th July and the Committee of the Leyland Society look forward to seeing you
all there.
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LEYLAND SOCIETY NEWS
 Gathering - 9th July 2006 - from Neil Steele
May I thank those members who have volunteered to help out Marshalling and

my thanks also to those of you who have informed me that you won’t be able to help,
but have already volunteered for next year.

As this note is written, entries are still coming in - slowly - but we still have a
few weeks yet and we hope that we get a good attendance of vehicles to celebrate the
“Golden” anniversary of the “Atlantean”.

We look forward to seeing members old and new on Sunday 9th July.
Binders for your Magazines
You will need to keep your copies of Torque and Journal in good condition,

and what better way than to invest in our modestly priced binders, which each cater
for 8 magazines.  Journals 1 to 8 will just nicely fill a binder and of course 32 issues
of Torque will take exactly four binders.  These are still available - see advert on the
inside back cover.

An error on the Cover
The last edition of Torque unfortunately carried the wrong cover picture. The

picture intended for use will now appear on Torque No.33, as we felt that this edition
should have the restored Barnsley & District shown off. (See opposite page)

This edition’s rear cover picture was taken in 1955, and shows a British Road
Services Leyland Octopus van with a “Yorkshire type” body, hauling a draw-bar trailer.
The vehicle, JVH 130, is No.P50D719 in the BRS West Riding Parcels Division, based
in Huddersfield. The “Yorkshire body” has no roof, allowing bales for the textile
industry to be loaded and discharged from above.

Address for E-mails
If you are sending photos, letters, articles or just general comments about the

magazine, please address them to the Editor at sutcliffes@leylandman.co.uk
If you are sending general enquiries, requests for information, sales details

etc.please use the Society’s address leyland@johnwoodhouse.co.uk
Our Webmaster, John Woodhouse, will direct your mail to the appropriate Committee
Member.

Renewals, 2006-2007
You will receive a renewal form with this edition of Torque. Prompt renewal

greatly assists our Membership Secretary, David Moores. Remember that you may do
so in person at the Gathering, where you may also collect your copy of Journal No.8.

The “News in Brief” column in the Blackpool Herald & Fylde Advertiser of Tuesday, January
5th. 1915   -  “ A pleasant New Year’s gift to the employees of the Leyland Motors, Limited,
Leyland, near Preston, is an advance in wages of 2s. per week. The firm state that the increased
output, in consequence  of  Government contracts, means more exertion on the part of the
employees, and the directors have decided that all workers over 21 shall have their wages
advanced 2s. per week.”                             Found in Blackpool Library by Ken Davis (Member 918)
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WORDS AND PICTURES
 Front Cover Picture
This edition’s front cover shows the latest restoration by Mike Sutcliffe seen

immediately prior to departure on the 2006 London to Brighton Run, where it won
the trophy for “Outright Winner of the Concours d’Elegance” (see pages 34 - 36).  It
is a Leyland model S3.30.T, chassis no. S253/1020, with Brush, Loughborough, 27
seat “Combination Car” body, new in April 1913 to the Barnsley & District Electric
Traction Co. Ltd.  In 1915 it was one of five buses loaned to start the “British” service
of the British Automobile Traction Co. around Reading, which led to the formation of
the Thames Valley Traction Co. Ltd.  It returned to Barnsley in 1916 and later became
a tow-bus until being withdrawn in 1924. It became a static caravan which was then
extended with additional rooms, and the bus finished up inside the house where it
remained until rescued by Mike when the house was demolished.  Unfortunately the
body was badly damaged though many of the original parts and fittings have been
used in the restoration, which has taken nearly four years to complete.  An S3 30hp
engine, gearbox, steering gear and controls have had to be found, as the originals
were missing, and these came from the Leicester Corporation tower wagon No.2 which
was identical, albeit  built in 1922, and was totally dismantled when acquired.  The
back axle was a major problem as the unit had failed in service and was the obvious
cause of the vehicle’s withdrawal in 1924.  The worm wheel was badly damaged (but
was useful for a pattern) but the worm and propshaft had been scrapped.  There were
no drawings available so Mike had to make new drawings himself, work out the
numbers of teeth and starts on the worm, and then get a set made.  The finish on the
body is to tramway standards and it has removable side windows with roller blinds to
pull down in wet weather when the windows are removed.  Any member who would
like to see the vehicle, and indeed the others in the collection, would be welcome, by
appointment please. ( Tel: 01525 221676)

Mike Sutcliffe on the
running board of  his
prizewinning bus at
the 2006 London to
Brighton run. Bear in
mind that entrants in
this event have to
drive their vehicles
over 60 miles, and
that this one had not
moved under its own
power for over 80
years.

    (M.Sutcliffe)



EARLY HISTORY OF LEYLAND
Mike Sutcliffe’s history of the Company - Part XIV

 The Class H undertype wagon in service
 In this chapter we have a further look at the Class H Wagon, detailing the more

important operators of these wagons, in particular Mr. C. Basil Nixon and the Manchester
Motor Transport Company. I have also included additional comments made by the late
Herbert Bath, who had a great deal of experience in operating Leyland wagons for H. Viney
and Co., Preston. These comments are very much of a technical nature but will no doubt be
of great interest to the steam enthusiast, let alone those who have a preserved Leyland
Steam Wagon, and they are included at the end of this chapter.
   The major operators Class H Wagons
          As it happens, Vineys were not the largest operator of Class H wagons as they
mainly went in for the Class F poppet valve engined wagon.  They purchased 3 new
Hs in 1907, Nos. 3-5, B2088, B2101 and CK444.  These were followed in 1909/10 by
four second-hand Class H machines, Nos. 6-9, B2080/95/2103/05, probably all second-
hand from Manchester Motor Transport, and it is thought that at least two of these,
Nos. 7 and 9 were converted to Class F configuration at some time.  Vineys also
purchased B2132, a 1908 wagon second-hand from an unknown owner at some very
late stage.
          Probably the biggest operator of the Class H was the Borough of Chelsea who
took ten tipping refuse wagons/watering carts between March and November 1906,
their Nos.7-16.   Chelsea already had five Class B wagons and a Thornycroft steamer.
The Westminster City Council also took four, the first being No.4, LC 6285 with works
number H12/191 in 1906, followed by Nos. 5-7, LN 9387/28/34 in the latter part of
1908 (works Nos. H97/345, H99/347 and H100/348).  These three had solid rubber
tyred hind wheels and were designated Class HB, though this description does not
appear to have been repeated.  Further orders from the City of Westminster came in
1909 and 1910, but these were for petrol driven vehicles, being X2 Over-type 4-ton
tippers.  Other Municipalities followed suit with small numbers, e.g. Twickenham
and Wandsworth, with further orders being received for refuse tip wagons from as far
afield as Bombay, who had between five and seven Class H steam wagons.  With all
these deliveries for municipal dust-carts Leyland Motors began to get a negative (“snob-
bish”) reputation  for  supplying the towns’ refuse carts, which was rather unfair
considering the superior engineering quality of a Leyland.

 The White Star Line, famous as owners of the Titanic, purchased six Hs,
Nos.1-4, B 2052/2120/2128/2131 in 1906/08 followed by Nos.5 and 6, B 2434/2148 in
1912.  Wilcockson Bros. from Middleton Junction, Manchester, bought about six
Class H wagons ending up with ten Leylands in service by June 1911, possibly all
steamers.  P. Haydock & Co. Ltd., Timber Merchants from Chorley, took delivery of
the first long wheelbase timber wagon around December 1907, B2115, together with
timber trailer.  This was sold back to Leyland Motors and became works lurry No.1
and was later fitted with solid rubber tyres.  These longer wagons were popular in the
Liverpool area; Fairre & Co. Ltd., Sugar Refiners, purchased a long wheelbase wagon

4
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The Borough of Chelsea took delivery of 10 Class H refuse tip wagons which had
removable bodies to substitute with watering tank bodies.  They were Nos. 7-16 in the
fleet, seen here in 1909 in the company of Leyland’s  demonstration vacuum-extractor
wagon, a Class H 5-tonner with works No. H106/362.  The demonstrator was last
licensed to Leyland Motors Limited., 47 New Kent Road, London SE1, 31/12/26.

(Mike Sutcliffe Collection)

City of Westminster Nos. 5 to 7 were Class HB wagons, the “B” referring to solid
rubber tyres on the hind wheels, with works Nos. H97/345, H99/347, and H100/348.
They had the larger front hubs with king pin in the centre of the wheel hub.
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One of the problems in dating some of the Class H wagons has been caused by Lanca-
shire County Council issuing registration numbers out of sequence; they issued B
2001-2500 covering the period from late 1905 to January 1913, followed by B 5501
upwards.  However, for some reason, registration marks B 2331-2399 were not issued
in sequence in the early part of 1912, but were issued after B 5505, a year later.  One
reason for this may have been that Leyland Motors supplied the War Office with a
large number of army lorries and ambulances in this period and registration numbers
originally allocated may have been transferred and reissued.  Also, Lancashire C.C.
reissued numbers to fill gaps prior to 1921, as did most other Licensing Authorities.

in June 1908, it being the first of a fleet of about 13 Leyland Steam Wagons (some
bought second-hand).  One of them, B 2142, was the first steamer to have the much
bigger and flatter front hub cabs which indicated that the kingpin was in the centre of
the wheel, rather than using stub axles, following the practice adopted with the X-
type petrol chassis.  All steam wagons for the next 2½ years up to registration B 2265,
in January 1911, had this type of front hub after which they reverted to conventional
king-pins.  Other Liverpool operators followed suit including McFie & Sons Ltd.
with B 2117 (this may have been second-hand) and William Harper with B 2400 in
1912.  McFie had at least seven Class H wagons followed by a further five Class F,
whereas Harper purchased two further second-hand Hs followed by eleven Class F
machines.  Many of these Class H wagons lasted well into the 1930s, which was a
credit to their robust construction.

Fairrie & Co., the Liverpool Sugar Refiners, purchased B 2142, the first of what was to
become known as the “Liverpool Type” long wheelbase wagons in June 1908.   This
was exhibited at the Newcastle Show in that month and again had the king pins in the
wheel hubs.
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    C. Basil Nixon and the Manchester Motor Transport Co.
          Manchester Motor Transport was also a large operator of Class H wagons but,
due to the significance of C.B. Nixon and the M.M.T., it is worth delving into a bit
more history.  The Manchester Motor Transport Company Ltd. was incorporated on
the 15th February 1902 with its registered office at 10 Deansgate, Manchester.  Charles
Basil Nixon, an Electrical Engineer from Walton Firs, Birkenhead, was the promoter
of the Company, together with S.B. Wilson of Liverpool and W.G. Killick also of
Liverpool.  All 3 were Directors with Nixon and Wilson joint Managing Directors.
By July 1902 Nixon held 4500 ordinary shares, Wilson 2000 and Killick 500 shares
out of the total issued ordinary share capital of 7997 shares.  In addition 1456 prefer-
ence shares had been issued.  The prospectus confirmed that the Directors already had
on order six steam lurries and it was intended to erect a shed near Alderley Edge,
Cheshire.  The Company had the sole Agency for the “Milwaukee” steam car and the
“Still” electric car (presumably the same Still as in the Still radiator tubes of the early
1930s?) -  the cars to be exhibited at the showroom at 10 Deansgate, Manchester.
         No details are known specifically about the steam wagons on order but it is
believed that the Company ran Coulthards and Leylands.  Lancashire Steam Motor
Co. works nos. 58 and 59 were definitely M.M.T. wagons, 58 being a platform wagon
with tailboard and Leyland trailer, and 59 having a hinged-sided body.  According to
surviving photographs these were new in the summer, (with  leaves on the trees)
presumably 1902 - possibly therefore the six wagons were all Coulthards as there
were “8 wagons being operated by C. B. Nixon” by the 13th January 1904.
         There was a close working relationship between the Lancashire Steam Motor
Co. and M.M.T. as they took delivery of some very large and possibly experimental
steam wagons, apparently before the legal weight limit had been increased in 1905.
Although the date cannot be established accurately it would appear that M.M.T. No.14
was delivered around February 1904, although, as it did not carry a registration number
plate, (it may have been before the beginning of the year - but why such a high fleet
number?).  This was one of the large 6-ton type of machines generally built for export.
It had the “bolted together” type of engine casing identical to the three South African
Transport Syndicate of Johannesburg wagons, and the S.Z. & Cia. wagon of 1903,
and also the  Illmuhle, Strasbourg, Colonial 6-tonner of early 1904.  M.M.T. No.14
had a heavy frame, with channel flanges pointing outwards, and 8-spoke composite
wheels all round.      Just how permission was granted to operate this enormous
machine, or what happened to it, is not known.

              It had, no doubt, been the intention of Leyland Motors to replace the Class H
with the shaft-driven Class KW wagon in 1910, but the new design was not a success
with only seven being built - steam wagon operators were rather conservative and
preferred the rigidity of the Class H wagon.  The KW was certainly ahead of its time
and would have enabled Leyland Motors to standardise on the Class W 5/6 ton back
axle which was used for their heavier petrol lurries.(See The Leyland Society Journal
No.3, pages 21-26, “Leyland’s Shaft-driven Steamers”).
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The next M.M.T. photograph in the B.C.V.M. Archive is of a large Class G
steam wagon registered N173 but with no fleet number. This was another big and
powerful wagon with an enormous boiler and high front apron, possibly capable of
carrying up to 8 tons and probably built  to be ready for the new regulations in March
1905.  It again had the 8-spoke composite wheels all round and there may have been
two built at the same time, as N174 also had a large boiler, though a lower front apron.

N170 appears on the photograph of 3 wagons and appears to be one of the first
two Class B wagons originally supplied in 1902 - possibly a series of consecutive
registration numbers was issued by the Authorities on first registration in January
1904, but if this was so, how did a 1905 wagon (N 173) get into the series? Were
numbers reissued?  N 351 was also a Leyland wagon but I have nothing available to
identify it with M.M.T.

The next Manchester registrations known to originate from M.M.T. wagons
were N 1228/29, and these were both almost certainly Class H wagons built in late
1905 or early 1906, and photographic evidence shows N 1228 to have originally had a
platform body (later a petrol tanker).
              M.M.T. moved its registered office on the 22nd December 1902 to 16 Albert
Square, Manchester, followed by another move on 1st November 1903 to Lower
Chatham Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester.  Business was clearly not going
well for the company as it raised mortgage debentures for £5,000 in April 1904,

Manchester Motor Transport No.14 was a very large wagon thought to be built in
1904.  Its engine was similar to the S.Z .y Cia wagon of 1903 and was probably a 6
tonner. Note the composite wheels – presumably an experimental wagon.
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followed by a further mortgage charge of £2,500 in March 1905.  Despite this the
Lancashire Steam Motor Co. proudly  announced  that six new wagons had been
ordered in 1906 - just how M.M.T. expected to pay for them with such a low share
capital and clearly making losses is anybody’s guess.  On the 8th November 1906 an
Extraordinary General Meeting of shareholders was called to decide that the com-
pany could not continue due to its liabilities and that it would be put into voluntary
liquidation.  A new company, the Manchester Motor Transport Co. (1907) Ltd. was
incorporated on the 18th January 1907 with the object of taking over the business of
the M.M.T. as a going concern from the Receiver for the Debenture holders, the old
company being finally wound up on the 14th March 1907.  Both Nixon and Killick
became Directors, Nixon being Managing Director; S.B.Wilson was now merely a
shareholder.  Nixon’s and Killick’s shareholdings had been reduced to 800 and 1250
respectively out of a total 3790 issued shares.  The other eight shareholders included
the Lancashire Steam Motor Co. Ltd, with 1285 shares, Henry Spurrier Jnr, George
Spurrier and James Sumner each holding 1 share.

M.M.T. N 173, was a Class
G wagon with large boiler
and high front apron, pos-
sibly built to carry 8 tons,
seen outside what was to
become called the North
Works.  In the far back-
ground is the Leyland &
Birmingham Rubber Co.’s
factory next to what is now
Fishwick’s garage.

Messrs Nixon (right?),
Wilson & Killick pose next
to three of their wagons,
N170 (one of the original
pair of Class B wagons?),
N 1228 (centre) and N 174.
        (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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          Clearly the Lancashire Steam Motor Company had been the major creditor and
just how the new company planned to pay for the six wagons about to be delivered is
a mystery.  All six appear to have arrived, starting with No.16, B 2080 about February
1907 (altered to fleet No.21 in a Leyland advert to show the highest number of the six,
a matter to confuse later historians!).  No.20, B 2105, was exhibited new in August
1907 at the Bolton Show and I have made an assumption that 17 to 19 were almost
certainly registered B 2091/2095/2103.  No.21 was probably one of B 2112/16/17, but
this is only guesswork as with 17 to 19.  The company struggled on but was relatively
short lived, with an Extraordinary Resolution being passed on the 21st October 1908
to dissolve it by reason of its liabilities. A liquidator was appointed on the 6th Novem-
ber and so, only two years after the crash of the Road Carrying Company Ltd., the
Manchester Motor Transport Company was put out of business for the final time with
yet more second-hand Leyland steamers coming on to the market.

MMT, No.16, B 2080, is
seen here on the LNWR
bridge in Leyland.  This
photograph was later
“doctored” with the
number changed to 21
for the Leyland advert.
The wagon was sold to
H. Viney & Co. Preston,
No.6,by 9/09, following
the demise of MMT.

What seems amazing with this last episode is that C. B. Nixon appears to have
come out of the financial mess unscathed, apart from losing his money invested in
M.M.T.  Running in parallel with this, the Lancashire Steam Motor Company had
been incorporated as a Limited Company on the 29th August 1903 and within a month
of that date, William Norris, who had come from T. Coulthard & Co. as an engineer,
was appointed Director and Company Secretary.  However, the return of share allot-
ments dated the 30th March 1906 shows C.B. Nixon as Secretary of the Lancashire
Steam Motor Co. Ltd., presumably after Norris had left in 1905 due to his involve-
ment with producing rival bus chassis in Bamber Bridge in the short lived business of
Critchley-Norris (that is another story).  By 23rd March 1908, C.B. Nixon had also
joined the Board of what was now Leyland Motors Ltd, and he remained in those
positions until the 25 November 1914 when Leyland Motors Ltd. was wound up
following the formation of a new company  - Leyland Motors (1914) Ltd. This was
formed with a restructuring of the capital of the company ready for further expansion.
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Nixon became a Director and Secretary of the new company until that was
itself wound up in 1920, having been taken over by Leyland Motors Ltd., yet another
reformed company to take Leyland Motors forward after the First World War.  He
became a Director and General Manager of the new Leyland Motors Limited, but not
Company Secretary, and remained on the Board, eventually becoming Chairman and
Governing Director until 1956, after which he remained on the Board until 1962, by
then in his 90s.  A number of Leyland Society members will remember C. Basil Nixon
– it has been recalled by more than one that he had two Bentley cars because,at any
one time, one of them was always off the road with accident damage!

Manchester Motor Transport No. 20, B 2105, was exhibited, without canopy, at the
Bolton Royal Agricultural Show in August 1907, seen to the right of a Class U.50hp
covered charabanc.   This steam wagon also went to the Viney fleet as No.9.

By 1910 Fairrie & Co. had a fleet of four Leyland steamers.  B 2142 now looking rather
battered, with B 2091 & N 1228, both ex-MMT, and B 2044, a much earlier wagon,
possibly also ex-MMT. They pose in Pownall Square, Liverpool.
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 It is clear that there was very close co-operation between the Manchester Motor
Transport Co. and the Lancashire Steam Motor Co./Leyland Motors possibly with
several one-off or prototype machines being tested in service.  I have not yet been able
to find a wagon with works number F1 (with poppet-valve engine) or even H1, and
these could have filled some of the missing gaps in the M.M.T. fleet list - who knows?
It is an intriguing thought that the letter F comes before G, so was the first poppet-
valved engine Leyland steamer built as early as 1903? (Wagon F2 followed in 1908
with F3 coming in 1911 – it is an interesting thought!)
   Herbert Bath and the Class H Wagon
          The Road Locomotive Society has, in its Portfolio No.78, an excellent collec-
tion of past and current members’ contributions detailing the early history of Leyland
Motors and its steam wagons.  Many of these contain errors, which have been per-
petuated over the years, but the most interesting and accurate reports are by Herbert
Bath and Charles Lloyd.  Herbert Bath worked for H. Viney & Co. from 1909 on-
wards and gained an intimate knowledge of Leyland Class H and Class F wagons.
Viney was by far the largest operator of Leyland steam wagons, some of which were
over 20 years old by the time they were finally retired in 1934.
         Charles Lloyd, an accountant from Liverpool and a steam enthusiast, transcribed
Herbert Bath’s recollections of Leyland steam wagons and submitted them to the
R.L.S. Portfolio in 1968.  I had the pleasure of meeting Charles around 1984, shortly
before his death, when he gave a talk on the steam wagon builders of Lancashire.
Since then, with my own research, I have been able to answer many of the questions
posed by Charles and surrounding the confusion between the Class G and Class H
wagons – it is a great pity he’s not still around to discuss these fully now!
         Through his intimate knowledge of the wagons, Bert Bath was of the opinion
that the Class H wagon was to remain one of the most serviceable steam wagons ever
built.  The boiler followed Leyland practice so that the upper portion of the outer shell
could be unbolted and lifted from the base.  The tubes in the earlier boilers were
screwed and beaded at their lower ends but in later boilers they were beaded only; in
all cases they were merely expanded into the upper tube plate.  The whole boiler was
riveted but there were no rings.  At the top of the steam-space was a steam separator -
the Hs were not super-heated as built.  Vertical fire-tube boilers have been criticised in
that the short tubes were wasteful of heat energy.  So far as is known just how much
loss arose from this cause, as compared with a loco-type boiler, was never established,
but it was clearly so small as to be acceptable.  It had in fact the legal advantage that
because of the relatively high smoke-box temperature the exhaust passed out as true,
i.e. invisible, steam and there was no trouble over “white smoke”.  Advantage was
taken to form a steam drying chamber around the upper ends of the tubes.  This
dryness could lead to distortion of the upper tube plate and leakage but only happened
where drivers habitually carried their water too low.  A more real trouble was the
pitting of tubes around working water levels and this was overcome by fitting com-
posite tubes in the Hs and later types.  These were of steel but with sleeves made in
copper down to a point below working water level and were imported from Germany.
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          The steam blown off via the safety valves exhausted into the smoke box in such
a way that it cut the draught on the fire so as to reduce the production of steam.  On
the boiler front on the driver’s side was a lifting injector, which might be either a
Davies & Metcalfe or a Gresham & Craven.  The road pump was again set low down
on the fireman’s side, but now it was driven from the second motion shaft via a
wishbone connecting line.  This arrangement meant that now the pump could not
only be used when the wagon was set at free-engine (as well as when the wagon was
moving), but its speed was always proportionate to the engine as such, irrespective of
the gear, if any, engaged.  From the pump, the feed was taken to a feedwater heater in
the extreme front corner of the apron on the fireman’s side, and then to the boiler.  A
by-pass pipe ran across under the footplate, and back to the tank down the main frame
on the driver’s side, the by-pass valve being controlled by a handle at the right-hand
side of the driver’s seat – any control could be reached by the driver from his seat.  In
the feedwater heater, the water passed in a copper coil through exhaust steam.  The
regulator was the usual wheel-valve in the elbow of the steam-pipe with a bright brass
handwheel.

Full simpling (1) was not provided on the Class H but a heel-operated valve
was fitted so that steam could be admitted direct to the low-pressure steam chest for

Josh. Appleby & Sons, Millers, operated a number of Leyland steamers, their first two
being B 5520 and B 5680, both short wheelbase Class H tip wagons and new in 1913
on solid rubber tyres, works nos. H165/1381 and H166/1382.

(All photographs with this article are from the BCVM Archive unless otherwise stated)
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starting  etc.  No flywheels were fitted to the Class H wagon despite published mate-
rial to the contrary. A reversing lever was situated at the right of the driver’s seat and
was released for movement by the pressure of the driver’s thumb on a button at the top
in the normal steam wagon manner –  there were four notches, two forward, mid, and
reverse.  The earlier Hs had automatic relief valves on the cylinders but these so
frequently failed to close that plug-cocks, opened from the footplate against the spring,
were substituted. The high-pressure slide valves were of bronze, and the low-pressure
of cast iron, working on renewable hard steel faces, and it was claimed that any job on
a Class H engine, apart from the re-boring of the cylinders, could be done in the shed.

Two traditional features dating from Leyland’s steam lawn-mower days were
perpetuated – unbalanced disc cranks and marine-type big-ends.  Trunk cross-head
guides arrived with the H wagon. The usual mechanical lubricator was a Manzel,
driven from a pin on the left-hand chain pinion.
          The transmission was the usual Leyland 4-shaft 2-speed type.  Since the second
motion shaft was sometimes extended to take a small whipping drum, it must be

assumed that it was keyed to one spur-wheel, presumably a low speed.  Sliding gears
may have been used in later cases instead of dog clutches.  The bevel-gear compensat-
ing gear was in the third shaft.  The right hand chain pinion was on a sleeve; the shaft
carrying the left pinion was carried through this and provided with a disc on the right
hand end.  A pin could be passed through one of the holes in this disc to lock the

The Borough of Kensington were obviously impressed by the demonstrator gully emptier
B 2168 and purchased B 5710 which appears to be a very late Class H wagon, built in
1914.  (Mike Sutcliffe Collection).
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compensating gear.  Tunnel bearings were imported from Coulthard practice.
          Steering was by an “L” handle on a vertical shaft in front of the driver.  In front
of the fireman but within reach of the driver was a similar handle which could be used
for expanding brakes in the chain drums on the hind wheels.  The trailer brakes were
worked by a handle to the right of the fireman’s seat.
          So ends the description of the Class H steam wagon – there are unfortunately
no preserved examples, the only surviving part being a hind wheel off a c1911 wagon
which now resides proudly at the home of Mike Sutcliffe.
   Technical Note
(1) The term “simpling” refers to the admission of steam at boiler pressure into both
the high and low pressure cylinders, to get the vehicle into motion, when a change
can then be made into “compound” operation, i.e. steam at boiler pressure is let into
the high pressure cylinder from which the exhaust steam is let into the low pressure
cylinder and is used again. The low pressure cylinder is usually of a larger diameter to
compensate for the lower pressure.

B 2015, is an early
Class H wagon built as
covered van for Richard
Dickeson & Co. Ltd.,
from Aldershot, and
was new in the summer
of 1905,  equipped with
Colonial wheels.

Pontypridd United
Breweries took delivery
of B 2094, wagon No.
H48/266, in the Spring
of 1907 equipped with
Colonial wheels.  It was
last licensed for use to
a Swansea operator in
September 1921.
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LEYLAND’s LYNX with ABERDEEN
by Neil Mitchell

After seeing the pre-war photograph of the 10 Lynx from the Wiseley fleet in
Leyland Torque No.30, I decided to try and find out something about the Leyland
Lynx model, the company of Wm. Wiseley & Sons, and if any other prominent Aber-
deen hauliers operated them in their fleets. The Leyland Lynx, once described by a
well  known  and  respected  commercial  vehicle writer as  “one  of  Leyland’s best
models,” was built at the Kingston factory from 1937 to 1944.

The main aim when planning the design of this 5-ton payload vehicle was that
the completed lorry should weigh under 2tons 10cwt unladen. This would allow it to
run on a cheaper (£30) Road Fund Licence and, more importantly, it could operate at
the higher permissable maximum speed of 30 mph. To help achieve these goals, a
light-weight and rather spartan cab was fitted, and power came from a new 6 cylinder
petrol engine of 4.73 litres. Being aware that the Lynx would be operated at higher
road speeds than hitherto, and with safety reasons in mind, Leyland fitted larger and
more powerful  vacuum servo brakes than on previous Kingston built vehicles. A
diesel engine alternative was offered from the start.

The model was an immediate success, proving popular with customers who
delivered perishable goods or had mileage schedules to undertake that were beyond
the capabilities of heavier lorries with a permitted maximum speed limit of 20 mph.

Seen after reloading empty churns for the next day’s collection are ten Lynx from the
fleet of Wm.Wisely & Sons. Note that most farmers are using the more manageable
10 gallon containers, although a few 17 gallon “Back Breakers” are still evident.
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Lined up ready for departure are four Lynx (ARG 704 ,ARG 440, RG 9970 + another),
a Beaver (RG 4015) and two Hippos from the Elrick & Hutcheon fleet. With a small
wooden crate atop his main load, the driver of the thid Lynx would probably have an
extra delivery to make before reporting to the Glasgow Office for his return load. Note
a Lynx with 5 pipes on board would be more economical than the Hippo with six.

When launched the lightweight Lynx entered a well subscribed market, and it
was priced to compete with imported as well as other home-built lorries in the same
class. Available information suggests that in 1938, for a little over £500, a complete
vehicle could be put on the road ready for work.

During the War Years, when  most  commercial vehicle builder’s factories
(including Leyland) were switched to the production of war materials, Lynx contin-
ued to be built at Kingston, although adapted to a military specification. The majority
of these vehicles would be supplied to the War Department and as tankers to the Pool
Petroleum Board. The remainder, under the Government Transport Allocation Scheme,
would be allocated to civilian customers who were involved in the haulage of goods of
national importance. Production would eventually cease in 1944, although Leyland
was engaged for a further time after the war in reconditioning  ex W.D.Lynx.

After the end of hostilities, the post-war building programme that was being
planned did not include the Lynx, which in spite of having given sterling service in
many fleets over the years was now viewed as being rather old-fashioned. The local
haulier, where I started work as a Driver’s Mate, ran one for over 18 years, its latter
years on Collection/Delivery work of the daily Parcel Service to Glasgow. At Leyland,
plans were drawn up to build a replacement, a more modern looking vehicle, again to
compete in the medium weight market. These plans resulted in the introduction of the
Comet model in 1947, which would be offered with a diesel or (the quieter) petrol
engine, which still found favour in some “C” licence fleets.
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The Lynx name, like many others, was filed away in the archives. Well, that
was until 1968, when a new 16ton gvw vehicle, with a revamped Ergomatic cab, was
introduced. However this model,  name apart, bore no ressemblance to the original,
which had established a place for Leyland Motors in the 1930s medium weight range.

   The Aberdeen Hauliers
Research reveals that Wiselys, by the 1930s a sizeable haulage company, had

been established in 1909. Initially using horses and carts, they specialised in local
and dock traffic haulage. The vehicles, based in their Virginia Street Depot, would
have been contracted to collect milk from local farms for delivery to the dairy.

In 1948, the fleet of over 50 was one of the first to be acquired by the Road
Transport Executive (British Road Services). They continued to operate from their
old depot, initially as Unit B16, then later with other nationalised fleets as Aberdeen
General Group. This formed part of the Scottish Division’s Aberdeen District (1B-
5B), of which William Wisely had overall responsibility as District Manager.

The company did not re-enter road haulage on de-nationalisation. However,
William Wisely and associates, apart from forming Highland Haulage in Inverness,
would be co-owners of another well known North East haulage comany, Sutherlands
of Peterhead. Both these companies would later be absorbed into the Transport Devel-
opment Group.

A Charles Alexander Lynx,  with a sheet and ropes securing the open top boxes of fish
which have been covered by a layer of crushed ice, heads south from Aberdeen to the
wholesale markets of Northern England. Behind is a goods train hauled by LNER P2
class 2-8-2 locomotive, one of 4 built with streamline front ends (nos.2003-6).
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In spite of intensive enquiries, I have found little information about Elrick and
Hutcheon. However, as they had an office in the Govan area of Glasgow, it appears
they specialised in moving goods between the North East and Central Scotland. With
other Aberdeen hauliers that included Munro’s Transport and J.G.Barrack, they even-
tually also formed part of the BRS Aberdeen General Group. Unlike the two afore-
mentioned companies, they did not resume trading on denationalisation.

Charles Alexander, whose reputation was established before the Second World
War, was perhaps best known of the Aberdeen long distance hauliers. Apart from
involvement in general haulage, against fierce competition from the Railway Com-
pany, they introduced, in all weathers, a reliable express service carrying fresh fish to
the wholesale markets of Northern England. They also would eventually come under
the nationalised umbrella, operating from their own depot as 2B, Old Ford Road
(Aberdeen) Group.

When the BRS fleet was reduced in the early 1950s, Alexander made a suc-
cessful bid to buy the complete Old Ford Road Unit. His newly formed company was
to be known as Charles Alexander & Partners. Over the next few years fleet numbers
increased until an  offer of purchase was accepted from the Transport Development
Group for the Company and his 50% share of Sutherlands.

From photographs and information, we know for certain that these three com-
panies ran a number of Lynx in their fleets. I am equally sure that many others also
operated this well liked Leyland model around the Granite City.

The Caledonian Transport Motor Co.Ltd., in spite of its Celtic sounding name, was
actually based in the Paddington area of West London. FLE 506 is a tractor version of
the Lynx, hauling a four in line van semi-trailer, and it may well have visited Aberdeen
on regular journeys north of the border.
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The text and photographic work for this article were prepared by Neil Mitchell.
The additional notes on the pre-war Lynx model below are by Neil Steele.

The pre-war Leyland Lynx was introduced in October 1937 in 4 models:
DZ1 12ft. wheelbase
DZ2 10ft. 3ins wheelbase tractor
DZ3 14ft. wheelbase
DZ4 10ft. 3ins wheelbase tipper

The model was designed to replace the KZ and SKZ Cub models which had
been introduced in October 1935 with the then new “Z” type ohv petrol engine. (One
of the criticisms of these Cubs was that they were “overweight babies” which com-
pared unfavourably with the Bedfords and Morris-Commercials then on the market.)

The “Z”engine, gearbox and axles of the Cub, by now well tried units, were
employed in the Lynx, but because this model was semi-forward control, the engine
had to have the sump turned round, which required a new casting and a refit of the oil
pick-up strainer and pipework. Otherwise it was the same engine developing 85bhp,
and in that form was also used on all late SKG type Cubs.

The most popular model of Lynx was the DZ3, which in petrol form with the
Leyland cab and platform bodywork had a registration weight of 2-9-3, that allowed it
to take advantage of the £30 annual road tax and 30mph speed limit. With this model
it was theoretically possible to carry a payload of 6tons plus one quarter! In compari-
son the oil-engined DZ3 had a registration weight of 2-12-0 which took it over the
exemption limit and for which the road tax was £35 per annum.

With regard to brakes, a Dewandre-Lockheed system was fitted initially, later
a Dewandre-Lockheed master cylinder set-up operated Girling wheel cylinders, and
even later on Bendix brake equipment was fitted. As Construction & Use and other
Road Traffic regulations altered, so did the carrying capacity of the Lynx, and a nota-
ble identifying feature of later model Lynx is increased tyre size. The Lynx by then
was a firm competitor of the Bedford, Commer and Morris-Commercials of the time.

The model was also produced for export (RDZ and LDZ = right hand and
left hand drive versions) and military models were designated WDZ.

Preparing for the jouney
south, the Day Shunter
completes loading boxes of
smoked fish onto the first
new (1968) Lynx to go into
service with  the  Charles
Alexander fleet. Fish was
transported by this method
well into the 1960s, until
stricter legislation saw the
introduction of insulated or
refrigerated containers.
Note the Coventry built
Leyland 90 on the left.
               (All photos BCVMA)
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   116. Leyland Overseas (Torque Nos. 29-31)
Alan Townsin writes “I seem to recall hearing that a version of the Leyland

OPD series was continued in production by Ashok-Leyland after the home market
dropped the PD2 and PD3 models c.1969. I recall seeing pictures on TV suggesting a
front end of similar form but with a very boxy style of bonnet and I suspect it gradu-
ally became more truck-like. I think they also built the O.680 engine in pretty near
UK form for a time.”

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Feature edited by Wilf Dodds. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

Reg. No.     Type    Chassis & Frame    Date Owner
   ???      ECO2/1R  492634   931       ?         Leyland Motors, Sydney
NNE  84   ECO2/4R 533036   607  20/1/53   North Road Engineers, M’chester.
TYO 717   RT3/2 570891   240  27/3/57    Vandervell. London W.3
WVE 63    LERT3/1  593129    62    2/5/60     Rubery Owen, Cambridge

   119. Leyland Racing Car Transporters (Torque Nos.29-31)
Malcolm Wilford has provided fuller details of the two transporters illustrated

in Torque No.31, plus two more:

The chassis number of the first one is not confirmed. Bob Kell has found a magazine
article which says that both Tyrell and McLaren Formula One Racing Teams ran, in
the 1970s, converted buses which had been salvaged from the Cuba-bound consign-
ment which sank in the Thames in October 1964. Both of these, in fact, received
mention in FFT 67 in Torque No.19, but the Tyrell vehicle is now said to have been
restored in America. Does any reader have any more information on, or photos of,
these vehicles originally built for Cuba?

As chance would have it there was a half page illustrated article on TYO 717 in
The Daily Telegraph of  29/4/06.
    124. Lanarkshire Tow-wagon

Richard Pescott of Grayshott has sent in this photo of a vehicle found on the
premises of John Pitt at Larkhall, Lanarkshire, in, he thinks, September 1962. It was
said to have originated in London, but a long search in the office for its log book came
to nothing! Any suggestions as to this motor’s history?
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   125. Scottish Commercial Motor Show
Richard Gadsby quotes PSV Circle fleet history of Edinburgh Corporation,

(Publication PM1 at page 49), which states that Edinburgh’s 1952 batch of 21 Titan
PD2/12s were bought from Scottish Commercial Motor Company, Glasgow. Richard
has been trying to unearth the Company’s history after 1950 and wonders if there is
any record of any dealership arrangements with Leyland.
   126. Crossley bodied Hippo lorries

Peter Greaves has found a list, prepared by Park Royal, of bodies said to have
been built at Crossley Motors at Stockport. Crossley records make no mention of
them, and Peter’s contacts who worked there at the time do not recall them. However,
with 240 vehicles involved, they would not easily have been missed!

Details, all on 6x6 10-ton cargo lorries, are:
Year      Army numbers Total Chassis Numbers
1957  50 BM 00-50 BM 99  99 538801-538900 (less 50 BM 30)
1957/8  51 BM 100-51 BM 199 100 538901-539000
1957  51 BM 30     1 538831
1958  52 BM 200-52 BM 239    40 539001-539040
Does anyone have access to Leyland records which may explain Crossley’s part in the
supply of these vehicles?
   127. Hydraulic Torque Converters

Reference numbers for these are HTC1 used in road vehicles, HTC2 used in
railcars and HTC3 used in road vehicles from 1935 onwards. A reference has been
found stating that the latter was water-operated. Can any further information on this
be provided?
   128. Late Titan TD1 chassis

PSV Circle Publication CXB202 of January 1975 listed TD1s from 71200
upwards. The last chassis in the 70000 series was 72352, but a further 31 TD1s were
supplied in 1931 in the “new” series which started at 100, these falling between 393
and 1437. Notes to the publication include the statement that 3 of the vehicles are
quoted in Motor Taxation records as being TD2. These are:
  GX 131  chassis 868 of Birch Bros, No.B39, with Birch H56R body
  GX 132  chassis 869 of Birch Bros, No.B40, with Birch H56R body
GX 2602  chassis 1437 of Westminster, EC.4, No.WR18, with Dodson H56R body

All 31 were supplied via Leyland’s London Office, although only five were for
operation in the Metropolitan Police area, and all appear in Leyland Sales records as
TD1. Can anyone give a definitive answer as to whether they were TD1 or TD2?
   129. Early Leyland Diesel Engines  See opposite page.

We have previously considered the first Gardner engined lorry (FFT.100) and
Gardner engined Leylands (FFT.117). Bob Kell has located a copy of a list, prepared
by T.H.Parkinson (see FFT.100 in Torque No.23) detailing “The  First  Transport
Diesels in England” and wonders what is known of the Leyland Hessleman spark
ignition engine of June 1929, and the Leyland lorry in which it was installed, and the
October 1930 Leyland direct-injection engine and its lorry (the same one?). Finally
Bob asks what was the first Leyland bus with a Leyland diesel engine.
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HISTORY OF MODERN TRANSPORT DIESEL
THE FIRST TRANSPORT DIESELS IN ENGLAND

(Compiled from Manufacturer’s Records)

        Date      Type of Engine   Vehicle

April, 1928 Mercedes-Benz pre- Mercedes-Benz lorry
   combustion.

October,  1928 Saurer Acro air cell. Saurer 5ADD lorry
December, 1928 A.E.C.Acro air cell. A.E.C.     experimental

lorry     (subsequently
fitted to experimental
works bus)

January, 1929 Junkers two-stroke Experimental lorry
(L.G.O.C.)

June, 1929 Leyland Hessleman Leyland experimental
spark ignition.     lorry.

February, 1930 4L2 Gardner direct Single deck bus (Barton
    injection. Transport Co., Beeston)

March, 1930 Mercedes-Benz pre- Karrier single deck bus
   combustion.  (Sheffield Corporation)

June, 1930 4L2 Gardner direct Leyland R.A.F. lorry
   injection. (F.H.Dutson Ltd., Leeds)

July, 1930 4L2 Gardner direct Single deck bus (Walsall
   injection.    Corporation)

September, 1930 6L2 Gardner direct Double deck bus (Leeds
   injection.    Corporation)

September, 1930 4L2 Gardner direct Pagefield lorry.
   injection.

October, 1930 Leyland direct in- Leyland experimental
   jection.    lorry.

October, 1930 6L2 Gardner direct Karrier lorry.
   injection.

October, 1930 A.E.C. Acro air cell. A.E.C. buses and lorries.
December, 1930 Crossley direct in- Double deck bus. (Man-

   jection.    chester Corporation).

And finally, here is a picture for
readers to puzzle over. This view
of a Tiger Cub from the BCVMA
photo archives is relevant to the
above subject of engines in the
Leyland range of vehicles.
Can you say how? The answer
will be given in Torque No.33.



     Loading a Hippo the hard way! Davis Bros., sand and gravel merchants of Smethwic
     67320) in June 1931.  It is seen here the following month on its triple stud 38 x 8 tyre

24 A LEYLAND HIPPO AT WOK A 25

ck purchased this Leyland Hippo TSW3 short wheelbase three-way tipper (chassis no.
es (22 inch wheels). Photo prepared by Neil Steele)   (BCVMA)

AT A MIDLANDS GRAVEL PIT
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ODD BODIES!
Edited by Bob Kell. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

Many thanks to  John Bennett, Gordon Brooke, P. H. Carlton, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton,
Peter Greaves, Mike Hickey, Tony Holdsworth, Chris Taylor, Alan Townsin and D.Wright.

          Leyland Cheetah BWN 894 (Slip End Coaches) (Torque No. 31)
Duple (no.5139) is a clear decision for this body on a Cheetah LZ2A chassis although
Alan Townsin suggests that the rear dome is more upright than usual for Duple.
          Blair & Palmer, Carlisle, Daimler CH6, BG 746 (Torque Nos. 30/1)
Mike Hickey suggests that the early disposal (1938) of the Daimlers from Birkenhead
was their unpopularity with drivers and maintenance staff. The Massey bodies ap-
peared to be more sturdy than later ones and survived well on  TD1s nos. 159 -163.
          Leyland Tiger TS7,  BU 8600 (Torque Nos. 30/1)
I  thought that this was ‘all done and dusted’ but Alan Townsin suggests a new possi-
bility. Firstly, John Bennett confirms the chassis no. as 5689 and entry into service
with Shearing in April 1935 (sold by Leyland to H. Shearing, Oldham, 2/35) with,
almost certainly, a Shearing body. Alan rules out Willowbrook as the coachbuilder of
the coach as shown but remembers Cumberland Motor Services Tigers on the Penrith
to Keswick service in 1943 with very similar bodies to BU 8600.  Examination of the
TPC book on CMS confirms the memory – they had some older Tigers rebodied as
coaches by Massey in 1939 and  the  photographs  show  considerable  similarity to
BU 8600. This raises further complications. Did Massey rebody the chassis in 1939 at
only four years old (noting Roger Warwick’s memory that BU 8600 did not greatly
change in appearance between Horton’s acquisition and sale) or was one of the
Cumberland bodies (ex RM 5629 or 6018?) used to rebody BU 8600? Over to you!
           Leyland Titan PD2/3, ‘South Africa’ (Torque Nos. 28 - 31)
Gordon Brooke points out that the picture of Yorkshire Woollen District HD 8411 is
not comparable with Ribble CCK 825 as conversion work on the YWD body, including
the fitting of heaters which deepened the canopy skirt, had already taken place.

HD 8417, is seen here
in Dewsbury Bus Stn.
in May 1950 in original
condition. The YWD
Guy on the left is  GKP
registered and is an
import into the fleet
from Maidstone and
District.        (G.F.Atkins)
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P. H. Carlton notes that ‘Woollen’ also had another batch of South African
(Pretoria) chassis in 1950 - six OPD2/1s fitted with Willowbrook 32-seat bus bodies.
Does anyone have a photograph of these before they were rebuilt to 30ft length in
1955?
         Sutcliffe of Todmorden, Leyland Tiger, CXM 712 (Torque No. 31)
This one is not quite sewn up. Maurice Doggett has CXM 711,  new to Red Line
Continental Tours of London N 10 as Strachan-bodied (originally a 21-seater) and
suggests that 712 could be similar. CXM 711 worked for L.T. from 1947 to 1949.
Another correspondent has CXM 712 new to Davis of London SW16 (and operated for
Florence of Morecambe, and Black & White, London E.10) and Sutcliffe. He thinks
the body to be by Duple, not of 1936, but of the 1938 style as built for Orange with a
higher roof profile.  Any more ideas on this?
          Barton, Leyland Lion, ARR 178 (Torque no. 31)
This Lion was a popular vehicle for comment and had a complicated history. The
chassis was a Lion LT5A (chassis 4012) with Duple C32F body and was new, with
ARR 179, to Barton (nos.178/79) in 1934. ARR 178 was sold early (1938) to V. Chappell
of Waddington, Lincs., (No.3) and then to Lincolnshire Road Car Co. (No.613) in
1943 with Chappell’s business. In 1946 it was rebuilt into bus form by Cawood of
Doncaster. In 1951 it was rebodied with the rebuilt 1943 utility Willowbrook bus body
from  Tiger FW 3613 (originally a Rainforth coach), but it only lasted a year or so
before withdrawal.

Lincolnshire Road Car No.
613, seen here with the re-
built bodywork by Cawood.

      (J.Clark collection)

The same vehicle, still in the
Lincolnshire fleet, but with a
wartime utility body.

          (R.H.G.Simpson)
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          Leyland Tiger TS8, DWT 425 (Torque No. 31)
This vehicle (with chassis 301140), which operated for Clarke of Ripon is still not
positively identified although Strachans and Barnaby are suggested.
John Bennett and Tony Holdsworth provide details of contemporary Tigers but no
clear lead arises. Chassis 301141/2/4/5 were Duple-bodied Tigers for Wallace Arnold.
301146 was Barnaby-bodied for Taylor of Cudworth and 301147 a Leyland-bodied
bus for Cottrell of Mitcheldean. The mystery remains!

        New Items. Austin, Stafford,  Leyland Tiger, VT 4929
A somewhat careworn Tiger shows evidence of considerable rebuilding or, perhaps,
wartime rebodying. Can anyone tell us its history? Photo from M. Fenton collection.

       Leyland Tiger TS7, BFC 675
This Tiger has a ‘big company’ air about it, but the body with its ramped coach seat-
ing is not identifiable to me, though the former operator was South Midland Motor
Services. Photo by R.H.G.Simpson.
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       Elkes Biscuits, DRE 227
Living quite near the Great North Road, some of the most impressive vehicles to be
seen in early postwar days were the prewar 8-wheeler streamlined vans, particularly
with the bow-fronted Foden cab. Very few of these monsters have survived into pres-
ervation and many of the coachbuilders will not be known. Here is a similar, but more
modest, van on a Leyland Beaver chassis, No.31 of biscuit maker Elkes. The position-
ing of the Weathershields sliding ventilator is rather odd. What can members tell us
about this vehicle? Photo by Weathershields Ltd.

          Leyland Tiger, EWO 919
Despite appearances, EWO 919 was ‘really’ GO 4122, a Tiger TS1 (chassis 61677)
re-registered in 1946, possibly after wartime requisitioning. Where did the coach-
work come from? Photo from M.Fenton collection.

 Brief Corrections
DRN 562 was formerly Oldham TS6 (not TS6c) BU 7255. Fitted with an Ormac body for
Embee Motors of Preston. (photo wanted please)
FV 360 was with Alwyn Tynan of Shaw (not G. Tynan). Mrs Ross was a show operator.
TD5 with TD1 body – it appears that Crosville had TD5s equipped thus.
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In two recent editions of Torque, Nos.29 and 30, there has been some corre-
spondence on the Erne Bus Service, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh, part of which alerted
members to a website on the history of the business.  A few years ago, John acquired
a selection of photographs of Irish buses and having found them again was pleasantly
surprised to discover that they were mostly of the Erne Bus fleet.  This has prompted
a short article, written essentially to provide some background to the pictures. For a
fuller history readers are referred to the website at:

  www.geocities.com/ernebusservice
and are advised that the email link has been cancelled.

ERNE BUS SERVICE
by John Bennett and Mike Sutcliffe

ZI 8748 was one of 3 Lion
LT4 buses  purchased  just
after the War from the GSR.
It had originated with the Irish
Omnibus Co.  The rear of sis-
ter bus, ZI 8744, can be seen
in the background.  Both
carry GSR bodies.

ZI 8757 another ex-GSR LT4
Lion, (chassis  1087)  was
rebodied  by  Murphy  and
became K 206 in the UTA
fleet, lasting until 1960.
          (Both photos J.C. Gillham)
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The only Cheetah in the
Erne fleet, IL 2849, an LZ1,
chassis 13986, with Magee
body, new in 1937, seen
with a Murphy bodied
Comet,  IL 5414, behind.
It should be noted that IL
5414, had chassis 493869,
frame no. 85, and not as is
published  in the PSVC
History.

  (J. Bennett collection)

The Cheetah is seen here
in 1964 after withdrawal by
UTA, but still in Erne Bus
livery, and in storage for the
Belfast   Transport Mu-
seum.  What a pity it is that
the body was removed
from the vehicle, which is
now in chassis form only.

            (Mike Sutcliffe)

.

Maurice Cassidy began his Erne Bus Service in 1929 with a Chevrolet bus,
IL1678, purchased from England, which was soon joined by a Graham-Dodge, ID 1975
The route operated along the shores of Lough Erne, initially from Enniskillen west to
the coast at Bundoran, but was later extended east to Cavan and Cootehill.  Success
brought three new Commer Centaur vehicles into the fleet in 1932 and 1933, at least
the first of which had bodywork by Waveney of Oulton Broad, Lowestoft.  Erne Bus
Service survived the compulsory acquisition of bus operators in 1935 by the Northern
Ireland Road Transport Board due to the fact that its routes crossed the border into
Eire.

The first Leyland was Cheetah LZ1 with bodywork by Magee (IL 2849).  It
was new in 1937, survived in service until the business was sold in 1957, and remains
in chassis form at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum according to the PSVC
“Preserved Buses” 1999.  In the 1930s some very informative leaflets were produced
for the benefit of tourists, illustrated with pictures of Lough Erne or Bundoran along
with descriptions of places adjacent to the routes and an outline timetable and fare
details.
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After the Second World War a trio of  1932  Leyland Lion LT4 buses was
acquired from the Department of Defence in Eire, one of which, ZI 8757, was rebodied
by Murphy of Enniskillen and remained in the fleet until 1957.  These vehicles had
been new to the Irish Omnibus Company and were a special short model of the LT5,
built for the Irish market, whose length restrictions did not at that time allow longer
buses (likewise the TS5 was a short TS4).  The three LT4s passed into the ownership
of the Great Southern Railway before their military “call-up”.  The other 1940s pur-
chase was a Bedford OB with a particularly attractive style of bus bodywork by Duple
to which was added the essential roof top luggage rack.

The second of the two Comets, IL 5561, chassis 503119, pauses at the N. Ireland
Customs boundary post before proceeding to Bundoran. (The late Dr. M. A. Taylor)

The first Comet, with Murphy body so typical of the time and place. It should be noted
that this had chassis 493869, frame no.85, and not as previously published.

(Photographer unknown)
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New Leylands became the order of the day in the 1950s.  A pair of Leyland
Comet CPO1 (said to be petrol engined but Leyland records state CPO1  -  petrol
would be CPP1, ‘O’ for oil, ‘P’ for petrol) buses, IL 5414 and IL 5561, were bodied by
Murphy with a very traditional style of bus bodywork, each with slightly different side
trim: they really were the epitome of the typical Irish rural bus. The next Leylands
were a pair of Royal Tiger PSU1/9 buses with bodywork by Saunders-Roe, Anglesey
IL 5605 and IL 5698.  They were magnificent vehicles of slightly “overseas” or “export”
appearance and partners to the eight basically similar machines purchased by the
Londonderry & Lough Swilly Railway.  The Erne Bus pair had the roof top luggage
racks so necessary in Ireland and the route details in capital letters down each side of
the bodywork waistrail in the style first seen on the 1932 Commer Centaur.

The final purchase before the Ulster Transport Authority takeover was the first
full luxury coach to be added to the fleet, IL 7077.  It was a very late example of the
Leyland Royal Tiger PSU1/11 fitted with centre entrance Burlingham Seagull coach-
work, new in 1954.  Of the nine vehicles in the final fleet, seven were Leylands, six of
which had been purchased new, a quality fleet for a small rural Irish operator.The
other two buses were the Bedford OB mentioned above, IL 4579, and a Dodge SBF
bus, IL 3210, with bodywork by Magee that was new in 1939.  UTA used a subsidiary
company called the Devenish Carriage & Wagon Co. Ltd. to operate the cross-border
services, to avoid legal and political problems, and at least two of their own Leyland
Tiger PS1s were transferred to the new company, MZ 1801/03.
Information included above is from PSVC publication PI. 1 of 1964, PI. 5 of 1972 (with updated information as
underlined in the text and captions), the timetable collection of the Omnibus Society and Road Versus Rail in
Ireland 1900-2000.  On p.12 of that book is a  photograph of the LT4, ZI 8757, when new to the Irish O. Co.

Royal Tiger PSU1/9,IL 5605, with handsome Saunders-Roe body,  chassis 511335
(frame no.569) complete with bicycle on the luggage rack.       (The late Dr. M.A. Taylor)
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Royal Tiger PSU1/9,
chassis 511334 (frame
568), IL 5698, poses
with a Comet, about to
set off for Cavan.  Note
the fourth, smaller,
window bay which
would be suitable for a
dual entrance model
of this attractive
Saunders-Roe body.
(The late Dr. M.A. Taylor)

The only coach in the
fleet was this Royal
Tiger PSU1/11, on
chassis no. 540474
(frame 1780) with
Burlingham Seagull
41 seater body new in
March 1954.
(The late Dr. M.A. Taylor).

MZ 1803 was one of
at least two Devenish
Carriage & Wagon
ex-UTA,  Tiger PS1s
(the other was MZ
1801) which were al-
located to the Erne
Bus Service and
painted in their livery
of cream and light
brown, photographed
by Mike Sutcliffe in
August, 1964.
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Postscript: After withdrawal, Erne Bus ZI 8744 and ZI 8748 became derelict and did
not survive into UTA ownership. (J.C. Gillham)

The 45th London to Brighton  Run  of the the Historic Commercial Vehicle
Society was held on Sunday 7th May 2006 with just under 200 entrants taking part.
        Among many Leylands in the Run it is pleasing to note that Leylands took the
first two places in the overall Concours d’Elegance with Mike Sucliffe’s latest resto-
ration, a 1913 Leyland S3.30.T single decker bus (“Combination Car”) being the
outright winner, and a 1967 Leyland Badger tractor unit, owned by Mr. A. R. Knowles
of Wisbech, being Runner-up.
         Mike’s bus, registered HE 12,  new to the Barnsley & District Electric Traction
Co. was found inside a house near Newark, in Nottinghamshire, and the house had to
be demolished to rescue it; in doing so much of the bodywork was badly damaged by
the previous owners of the house.  Historically this bus is important being the oldest
surviving British-built full size single deck bus.  It was one of the first BET Group
buses operated, for experimental purposes, and it led to the replacement of the Barnsley
tramway network with buses.  It has been extensively restored over the past four years
by Mike Sutcliffe and work was completed only days before the Brighton event, which
was its first major outing on the road, apart from one or two short test runs.
        Entry No. F125, BVG 51E was another Leyland in immaculate condition, the
Leyland Badger tractor unit built in 1967.  This vehicle is believed to have been new
to Calor Gas and is powered by an O.600 Powerplus engine, having a six-speed over-

LEYLANDS in the BRIGHTON RUN
Leylands take first and Second Prizes in 2006 event
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drive gearbox and Eaton two speed rear axle.  In addition to being Runner-up in the
Concours, the Badger took the trophies for best in its class and the best Leyland.

The Barnsley bus
once resided inside
this chalet bungalow
near Newark – the
house had to be de-
molished to get the
vehicle out!
            (Mike Sutcliffe)

Entry C.68, RF 9571,
was a 1932 Leyland
Badger flat-bed lorry
which has been in
preservation since
1962, and entered by
Mr. P. Adams of
Brewood,Staffs.

    (Peter Quinn)

Second Prizewinner
was Entry F.125, the
fine Leyland Badger
tractor unit owned by
Mr. A.R. Knowles of
Wisbech.

 (John Banfield)
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Entry N185 was a
Leyland 900FG-
type recovery truck
entered by Mr. B.G.
Parnell of
Portslade.  It was
converted to a re-
covery vehicle in
1973 and is still in
use.     (Peter Quinn)

K149 was Peter
Stanier’s Burlingham
bodied 1929 Leyland
Lioness Six, LTB1
(and not LTPB1 as
shown in the pro-
gramme !).   It was
new to the Brookes
Bros., “White Rose”,
Rhyl.

   (Peter Quinn)

K151 was Miles
Glenn’s immacu-
late 1949 Leyland
Tiger PS2 with full-
fronted Burlingham
body, built new for
the Bournemouth
Corporation.

 (Peter Quinn)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I worked at Leyland Motors in the 1950s,  much of the time in the Research or

Proving Dept at South Works.  During that time I was involved with work on proto-
type Atlanteans, PD3s, Worldmasters and development work on some HGV models.
It was a period when we did a tremendous amount of work on disc brakes, pnemocyclic
transmissions and turbo charging. I found your website on the internet and I would
like to know more about the Leyland Society, also I am interested in what happened to
the 8 litre Bentley which we had in the Proving Dept, it was fitted with a Leyland
Comet engine and was used by the head of research Gerry Waring.

There were also other interesting vehicles which were passed after use as
demonstrators to the Leyland Motors Social and Athletic Club.  One was a  striking
double fronted PS2 with a Burlingham coach body, another the prototype Saunders
Roe bodied Tiger Cub.
   From Malcolm Wilford, by e-mail

I am enclosing a list of Leyland Buffalos (built 1956-1961), which I think may
make an interesting item for Leyland Torque as a “Rare Breed”.

In the December 2005 Classic & Vintage Commercial Magazine there is a
letter from Rufus Carr of Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia.  He includes a photo
of a Leyland ‘Buffalo’ which worked in Australia hauling a road train (6-wheel rigid
plus two trailers - it is a fine sight!).  He suggests that there were only about 50 built.

This was a longer version of the Super Hippo chassis and was given Leyland
code EHB, max. wheelbase 266.5in (6770mm) as opposed to the Super Hippo at
215in (5463mm).  Three versions were offered: EHB/1 (haulage long), EHB/3 (haul-
age short) and EHB/5 (tractor unit); no EHB/3s were ordered.  Checking my extracts
from Leyland Motors chassis lists, I have found 140 built mostly between 1957 and
1961.  There were 90 right-hand drive, and 40 left hand drive vehicles listed opposite.

(Incidentally there was an earlier ‘Buffalo’ built in the early 1930s - a long bonneted
model TQ1, 2 and 3 of which I have found 222, which creates another fascinating fact.  Its
sister forward control model the TSQ1 etc, was named ‘Bull’.  This is unique as far as I know,
since the other models of the period, Beaver, Cub and Bison, kept the same name for both
bonneted and forward control versions.)

   From Anthony Wilson, by e-mail
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LEYLAND BUFFALO CHASSIS LIST (compiled by Malcolm Wilford)
Chassis     Type           Line No. Delivered to Date
562096 EHB   1 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg  1/57
570001 EHB   2 “ ” “  4/57
571344 EHB   3 “ “ “  2/58
571345 EHB/5R   4 “ “ “  9/58
582606 EHB/5R   5 Consolidated Near East Company  3/59
582607 EHB/1R   6 converted to EHB/1L for CNEC  --
582962-71 EHB/1R  7-16 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg 11/58
583736-9 EHB/5R 17-20 “   “ “  1/59
590428      “    21 “   “ “  6/59
590897-900      “ 22-25 “   “ “  5/59
591032-35      “ 26-29 “   “ “  5/59
591065-68      “ 30-33 “   “ “  5/59
591091-93      “ 34-36 “   “ “  5/59
591181-82      “ 37-38 Leyland Motors, Wellington (NZ)  7/59
591183-84      “ 39-40 Leyland Motors, Melbourne  9/59
601653-56      “ 43-46 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg  6/60
601357-60      “ 47-50 “   “ “  5/60
601621      “    51 Leyland Motors, Wellington (NZ) 11/60
602326-28      “ 52-54 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg  9/60
610206-9 EHB/1R 55-58 Leyland Motors, Melbourne  3/61
610344-7      “ 59-62 “         “  3/61
610683-86 EHB/5R 63-66 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg  3/61
611396-99      “ 67-70 “      “ “  5/61
611607-16 EHB/1R 71-80 Leyland Motors, Melbourne  6/61
611700-01      “ 81-82 “        “  7/61
611901-02 EHB/5R 83-84 Leyland Albion (Africa), Johannesburg  7/61
611845-48 EHB/1R 85-88 Leyland Motors, Melbourne  7/61
612287-90      “ 89-92 “         “  8/61

Left-hand drive models
582607 EHB/1L    1 Consolidated Near East Company  7/58
591071      “    2 Leyland Iberica, Madrid  6/59
600088 EHB/5L    3 Consolidated Near East Company  6/60
600090      “    4 “ “    “  6/60
601661 EHB/1L    5 Leyland Iberica, Madrid  1/61
602276      “    6 “      “ 11/60
602297      “    7 “      “ 11/60
602307      “    8 “      “ 11/60
602383/93/402      “   9-11 “      “ 11/60
602574/92/601      “ 12-14 “      “ 12/60
602630/40/51      “ 15-17 “      “ 12/60
602672/81/91-2      “ 18-21 “      “ 12/60
602706/60/72      “ 22-24 “      “ 12/60
602847/55/75      “ 25-27 “      “  3/61
602901/27      “ 28-29 “      “  3/61
603281/9/308      “ 30-32 “      “  1/61
603335/46/67      “ 33-35 “      “  1/61
603389/97/422      “ 36-38 “      “  3/61
603439/71-2/80      “ 39-42 “      “  1/61
603499-500/15      “ 43-45 “      “  1/61
603555/6      “ 46-47 “      “  1/61
603538-40      “ 48-50 “      “  3/61
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PHOTOS OPPOSITE, TOP - two Hippos registered ZWD.031 and ZWD.030 on heavy haulage in
New South Wales. BELOW a Super Hippo reg. FTZ.564 with its trailer at full extent.            (R.M.H.)

   From Jacky Bar-Lev, Israel
 I work for Egged in Israel, a company that had more than 2000 Leyland Buses

and coaches from the 40s to the late 70s.  The company also has a Bus and Coach
Museum which holds a fine collection of restored buses, including many Leylands.
Most of them are in running condition or close to it.

I attach a picture of a Royal Tiger Worldmaster, which was built in November
1973, my father got it brand new.  It was last registered in August 1991 and by that
time it was in use as a mobile storage used by the Museum’s manager.  A few months
ago it was towed to the Museum where I discovered it.  Other volunteers and I con-
nected batteries and a few seconds later the engine started! A few more minutes, air
pressure was built up, a seat was fitted and the bus run.  There was a lot of excitement
on that day!  I hope you’ll like the picture, taken by Andy Radulescu and Dror Regev.

   From Robert Murray Harrison, Sydney, Australia
I thought you may be interested in the enclosed photographs - all of Hippos of

various types.  My favourite was always the normal control Super Hippo, an example
of which I sold whilst working for Leyland Australia.  That particular Super Hippo
was the last one to be sold in Australia and it went to a logging company.  Unfortu-
nately, Leyland closed down in Australia in 1980 and although I was trained as an
engineer, I refused to work for anyone else in the motor industry, and I’ve been in
business with my brother ever since - be it pharmaceuticals.  Somehow I just couldn’t
work for Ford, GM or the Japanese - leaving behind the best part of my life.

I volunteer my spare time writing for the BMC/Leyland Heritage Group here
in Sydney and I have a Rover P6B V8 in classic car events, painted Leyland blue and
white - so I really cannot get the great company out of my blood.  I am particularly
interested in Leyland racing car transporters.

Congratulations on a magnificent magazine.
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   From Mike Lowe, Auckland
        Many thanks for the recent issue of Torque, which I always find so interesting.  I
am constantly amazed at the incredibly detailed knowledge that you and your readers
have on matters Leyland - it just demonstrates what a fantastic company that was, not
merely because of its superior products.
        Re the comment by Malcolm Margetts, Torque No.30 page 41, concerning the
visit of the Carter Paterson X type to Leyland in 1954.  I started in “the Pen” on
September 7th 1954, and am sure that that vehicle did not visit after that date.  If it
had, I would remember it for sure.
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        What I do remember is that the prototype Atlantean was there at that time - it
was Malcolm who took me around to see it, parked behind the Research Department
at South Works.   So I am quite surprised that it first appeared at the 1956 Commer-
cial Motor Show (Torque No.31 page 16).   (What you must have seen was one of the 2
prototype Lowloaders, forerunners of the Atlantean – Ed.)
        The letter from Andy Dingwall (Torque No.31 page 38) brought back some fond
memories.  After the usual struggle at Harris Tech. Preston I was eventually able to
pass my HNC exams in 1959, and National Service loomed.   Having heard the un-
pleasant stories of my friends who were less lucky (Harold Kirkham, Jack Parkinson,
Terry Blake, and Malcolm Margetts) I was fortunate to be able to sail as a Junior
Engineer with the Pacific Steam Navigation Company on their South American run.
On my second deep-sea voyage on the S.S. Cuzco, I was surprised to find on joining
her that she had already loaded a shipment of new Leyland Olympic buses.  My
recollection is of about 16 vehicles, carried as deck cargo - some lashed down on top
of the hatch covers, and others parked alongside.  To my delight, I found that we were
delivering these to Havana, where quite recently Fidel Castro had come to power.     I
include a photo of a goods chassis-and-cab being unloaded, I think for Caracas in
Venezuela.  A spreader bar seems to be used to avoid damage.  I have to say that it was
relatively rarely that we carried Leyland vehicles, as most vehicles delivered to Peru,
Ecuador and Chile were of German or American manufacture.
        It was on my first voyage on S.S. Cuzco that the announcement  was made of the
abolition of National Service, which was the reason for the longest party of my entire
life! So instead of remaining at sea until my 26th birthday, I was able to see the world
for a couple of years, and then came ashore to join C.A.V.Ltd. in the Proving Depart-
ment.  As so many have said before me, happy days!

From Alan Townsin, Steventon
        Torque No.31 was another enjoyable issue, as ever, not least because there is so
much ‘meat’ in it. It’s good to broaden one’s horizon and I admire Mike’s diligent
research in ‘Early History of Leyland’. As ever, I’m impressed his ongoing research
into Leyland’s steam era.  On page 13, Picture Gallery, the pictures of the Retriever
models with LAD cab of 1964-5 in the Charringtons fleet were of interest, tying in
with an entry in some notes written by R. A. (Bob) Fryars on his impressions of

A LAD cabbed Comet is lifted off a
P.S.N.Co. steamer at a port in South
America. The “spreader bar” is used
to prevent damage to the vehicle.
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Leyland, of which he has sent me a copy - he had been Chief Engineer at AEC since
1960 but joined Leyland, initially as Chief Engineer-Truck, in 1966. After the so-
called merger of 1962 there was a fair amount of contact between member companies
of the group.
        Early in 1963 he received a request from John McHugh of Leyland for approval
for the use of AEC’s D197 six-speed gearbox behind an O.600 engine modified to
limit torque to 400 lb.ft, this being the maximum for that gearbox, as part of a weight
reduction exercise. Bob believes it was the only case of an AEC gearbox being sup-
plied for use in a Leyland vehicle (other than epicyclic units for London Transport
buses). Albion hub-reduction rear axles were also supplied, though I am not suffi-
ciently knowledgeable to identify if this applied to the vehicles shown.
        The gearboxes were made by Thornycroft (taken over by AEC in 1961 and whose
Basingstoke works thereafter largely became AEC’s gearbox factory), and he recalls
that after a while some complaints were received from Leyland of whine in overdrive,
cured by giving the relevant gears a light grind. Bob reckons that the solid engine
mounting which had been adopted, evidently also as part of the weight reduction
effort, was the cause, as he was unaware of such a problem on any AEC application.
        However, even as a loyal ex-AEC man, I have to say that Leyland generally
seemed far more successful in making quiet constant-mesh and synchromesh gear-
boxes by effective use of helical gears. AEC’s bus gearboxes of these categories as
built right up to the 1960s and all having straight-toothed gears still had a very char-
acteristic whine, recognisably like the sound of the early Regent and related models of
30 years earlier - it seems nostalgic now but at the time they struck me as sounding
quite old-fashioned.
         On page 15, a minor point arises on the Liverpool version of the PD2/20 front
end. The basic problem was that the standard version, originally grafted on to the
Leyland body on the PD2/12 vehicles supplied to “Midland Red”, then effectively
imposed its profile on the cab front as produced by any other bodybuilder. Liverpool
wanted a front end with a flush-fronted cab, so the latter was built as part of the body.
Liverpool also had non-standard versions of AEC’s ‘new look’ style.
       Lastly, Andy Dingwall’s reference, on page 36, to A.B.Chadwick and What
Leyland’s Doing awakened memories for me, too. ABC was still in office when I
joined the technical press in 1961 and I recall him as an effective press liaison man,
having a touch of style without being ‘pushy’. The press releases, which contained a
wide variety of news of what was going on, were very useful to the busy staff making
up the news pages of the weekly trade papers. They were well written, not requiring
‘subbing’ and thus little Leyland stories, say of recent deliveries or an old vehicle still
giving good service, would often be used to fill an awkward corner of a page -I can’t
recall any other vehicle maker offering an equivalent service on a regular basis.
   From N.D Steele, Cheadle, Staffs.

Recently a small collection of post WWII Commercial Motor came to hand
which made very interesting reading. One item which caught my eye was written by
G.M. Birch, and in light of the “Odd Bodies Special” in Torque 28 it seemed an
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opportune moment to share this information with fellow members. However this led
me to search earlier copies to see what the City Coach Co. Director had written which
had prompted the letter from Mr. Birch. The two items are précised here in chrono-
logical order.

In the edition of Commercial Motor of August 30th 1946 a Director of the City
Coach Co. Ltd., Brentwood, wrote to the magazine claiming a “high mileage record”
stating that their four Leyland TS7D Tigers put into service 11 years ago had covered
2,416,375 miles.  This figure did not include “test mileage” and the first vehicle put
into service in 1935 had now covered 619,000 miles and was to be rebodied shortly,
along with its three sister vehicles with new “streamlined bodies”. The article goes on
to say that the company operate 36 Leyland 43 seaters, one Leyland 40 seater and 5
twin-steer 39 seat Leylands, these are in addition to the normal 32 seater Leylands
which are in their fleet. The article also records the order of 4 double deckers and a
further 12 twin-steer 40 seaters! (from Mr. W. J. Mallender, Director, The City Coach Co.)

The above prompted a response from Mr. G.M. Birch of Birch Bros. which
appeared in the September 20th 1946 edition of “C.M.” Mr. Birch began by saying that
‘he was more than usually interested in the article on the four City Coach Co. single
deck three axle Tigers’ as Birch Bros. operated six of this type which were put into
service during the period July 1936 to May 1937. He then went on to state that the
average life to date of the six was nine years and four months and during that time
they each had for some time averaged a yearly mileage of about 61,500 miles but for
some years now they had been notching up 80,000 miles apiece!

He then went on to say; ‘so great was our faith in these vehicles, that some
three years ago we scrapped the 43 seater bodies of four of them and (greatly daring
and, we suspect, to the secret horror of Leylands!) fitted 64 seater double-deck bodies.

This interesting photo
shows the interior of
Wigan Leyland TS4
No.17 of 1933, which had
a Massey 32 seat rear-
entrance body, after it had
been “converted” to an
ambulance. It may be that
No.17 was only prepared
as a demonstration bus,
as there is no record of it
having been used as an
emergency vehicle. LUT,
on the other hand, did
convert a number of LT1
and LT2s (see Neil
Steele’s letter). The photo
was taken in 1940.

   (BCVMA)
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They have been a great success. We are rather partial to Leylands, our present fleet of
this make comprising six 35 seater Cheetahs, eleven 35 seater Lions, one 48 seater
Lion, two 43 seater Tigers, four 64 seater Tigers, two 55 seater TD7 Titans , and four
55 seater PD1 Titans.

‘In addition, during the next few months we expect to take delivery of six
further Titans and six Tigers, so that next year we will be operating 42 Leylands, all of
which except six will be oilers.’        (from G.M. Birch (Birch Bros., Ltd.) London, NW.5.)

A further PSV item was also of general interest and is précised here.
In the November 8th 1946 Commercial Motor , Mr. C.W. Blythe, M.I.T.A. Transport
Manager of the Rover Co., Ltd., wrote about operating a fleet of buses to bring in
workers from Coventry and surrounding areas to their new factory. The use of buses
began during the war when two Daimler CH6 (ex-Lanarkshire) and an Albion Victor
had been used to pick up office staff and to deliver them to “several country house
locations”. The decision to operate its own bus fleet came about due to local operators
being unable to undertake this work, so permission was sought and given to operate
an ‘in house’ service. In addition to the three vehicles previously mentioned fifteen
Leylands which had seen war duty as ambulances were purchased from Lancashire
United. They were in a superficially sorry state and some high pressure emergency
repairs were carried out by Leyland Motors Ltd., Chorley, with the result that all
vehicles were driven from Chorley to Coventry. The Rover Co. transport staff then
set about repairing panels and roofs, painting the exterior and interior and fitting
seats which had been obtained from two municipal undertakings, the end result being
comfortable workmens buses. The fleet was fully operational by October 1945. The
two page article goes on to explain how the servicing of the vehicles is carried out and
that up to the date of the article no major breakdowns had occurred. The service had
been operated for ‘free’ for the first 12 months but now road-service licences had been
obtained enabling roughly half the expenditure to be reclaimed by way of fares, the
remainder of the costs being born by the company. The main service garage was
located at Solihull but all vehicles were housed overnight at Coventry.

Can any of our readers give details of the vehicles purchased from Lancashire
United and do any photographs exist of these vehicles in use by The Rover Co. Ltd.?
How long did this service operate? What colour were the buses painted?
(See also the photograph opposite. Lamcashire United and Wigan Corporation had a
similar operational area.)
  From Ron Maybray, Broughton Astley

I was fascinated to see Frank Wright’s letter regarding the Taylor & Bennett
model of the Birch Brothers coach, in Torque No.30, very envious of his purchase
cost, though.  I have wanted this model in my collection for many years.  In January
2005 I found one for sale at the Donnington Swap Meet;  apart from a small scratch
on the roof, it was absolutely mint – after 68 years.  I had to have it, even though it
cost me £180!

T&B made a simplified version of it, around 1946 - the proportions though are
quite preposterous.  Mine arrived in 1948 as a swap for a Dinky Toy car!
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From Tony Holdsworth by e-mail
I just happened to be looking at the PSV Circle Birch Bros. fleet history and

noticed that the LT5A Lion quoted as being fitted with a new Birch built front en-
trance (ECW look-alike) body and depicted on page 33 of Torque No.28 is quoted
therein as receiving a genuine 1946 ECW B35R body (no.1573 ser.2) which was
originally fitted to Ld PS1 HUW 780 prior to its rebodying in 1949.  One odd point
though, the photo shows this body to have twin rear windows similar to those fitted to
the ECW 8ft wide bodies on the Bristol LWL chassis from c1951.  The earlier bodies,
of the type normally fitted to the narrower Bristol L and LL chassis, having a single
wider window.

SOCIETY SALES ITEMS
To find out what items the Leyland Society has for sale, you only have to look up

the Society Website on www.leylandsociety.co,uk

BOOK  REVIEWS
Space does not permit us to do detailed book reviews this time, but we have

been sent some excellent books which deserve a mention in our columns.
From Venture Publications “Doncaster 2 & 3” by Roger Holmes and John

Banks are excellent publications as usual, with plenty of excellent photographs of
Leylands, particularly in the Doncaster Corporation book.
        In the same series is a new book, No.35, on the South Coast, with photographs
by Geoff Atkins – there is some really good stuff in this book and it is an absolute must
for the enthusiast – my only disappointment was on page 17 where a Maidstone &
District PD2/12 was described as having a Leyland “Farington” body, whichis not
correct and repeating a common mistake (the Farington had flush glazing without
window pans, and the Maidstone & District PD2 should be described as “the final
design” of Leyland body).
        Colour Prestige “Buses Beyond Britain”, also by Venture, has some very good
colour photographs, including some unusual Leylands built for export and in particu-
lar the attractive Saunders-Roe bodied Royal Tiger in Auckland on page 57.
        John Shearman and John Martin have written a book, published by the
Springhill Vehicle Preservation Group, giving a very detailed history of the ex-City
Coach Co. Titan PD1/1 registered LEV 917, which has been restored and preserved.  It
gives a very detailed history of the vehicle and the book is well produced.  Incidentally
what is a PD1/1? - there were apparently only four recorded, these being LEV 917-920,
and they had frame numbers (line numbers) in the main PD1 series – any ideas,
please? (LEV 917 had frame no. D413, chassis no. 461011, and had an Alexander
built body of Leyland design, sub-contracted from Leyland).

Further details of ths A4 size fully illustrated publication (62 pages, 46 illus-
trations) are available from SVPG, 2 Broadmead, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 5RH.
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SALES & WANTS
FOR SALE

Leyland 600 Engine – Model UE600 (runs well) in a Rodley diesel mechanical crane
which is to be scrapped.  Contact the Avon Valley Railway, Bitton Railway Station,
Bath Road, Bitton, Bristol, BS30 6HD.  Telephone: 0117 932 5538.
Oil Filters for O.680 Engines – are available (part no. LF 4096) from Bury St.
Edmunds Partco, Telephone 01284 715100.

WANTED
Hippo Parts Book and any manuals or information on Thompson Tanker bodies –
contact David Hardy, telephone 01284 811338.
Nearside Headlamp Stalk – for Australian Titan TD4 – telephone David Griffiths
07909 707996 whilst in UK (ad. received 2/06), address 188 Moselle Avenue, Wood
Green, London N22 6EX, e-mail: penniedavid@gmail.com
Instrument Panel original style, for Tiger PS1 bus/coach chassis (our example was
built in 1949).  Ideally with square dials for oil pressure (0-160), larger speedometer
(0-60mph), vacuum (0-30).  Contact Ewen Printgon 01727 867941 (Hertfordshire) or
e-mail: Ewen_Pring@timebus.co.uk
TS6 Restoration requires the following parts: securing nut and chrome end cap  (three
screw fitting) for Starting Handle; Leather Strap to secure Starting Handle when not
in use (or the loan of such a strap to have one made); two front Shock Absorbers and
fittings for the 1934 model; Blank Brass Chassis Plate, early round top type, to suit
1934 model. Contact Jonathon Miller, telephone 07802 -511372 or Email
miller286@btinternet.com.

Leigh Corporation 84,a Leyland TD7, carries a lowbridge body by N.C.B., and is seen
working on route 1, the original bus route from Cemetery-Plank Lane.This picture will
appear in our Fleet Series book on Leigh, to be published soon.     (W.J.Haynes)
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 TAILPIECE

Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its
officers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any
errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should
there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable ac-
knowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that
membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque dispatch informa-
tion are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is not divulged to any
outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe and Ron Phillips, with
additional help from Neil Steele and John Howie. Distribution by Alexandra Phillips. It was
printed by Fretwell Print & Design, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 1PZ. Items for inclusion
in the Autumn 2006 issue should be sent to the Editor by 22nd July 2006, please.

LEYLAND TORQUE

PRODUCER GAS TRAILER WITH SOUTHDOWN

The above picture, from Michael Plunkett’s collection) shows a Leyland Titan
TD2 of Southdown Motor Services, No. 952, UF 8852, on  trial  in Brighton towing a
gas producer trailer during World War Two.  The body was by Short Bros. with fold-
ing roof.  The conductor standing on the platform is Eric Surfleet, proprietor of Surfleet
Transport Photographs.

Some readers may not be aware of the fact that there was a coke fire in the
trailer, which often had to be attended to by the crew of the bus if the route took them
at a distance from the depot. If the fire went out and could not be rekindled, then a
new trailer would have to be fetched from the depot, incurring much annoyance and
delay to passengers and crew alike.
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